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Laser in Manufacturing (ISTE)John Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Generally a laser (light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation) is defined as “a device which uses a quantum mechanical effect, stimulated emission, to generate a coherent beam of light from a lasing medium of controlled purity, size, and shape”. Laser material processing represents a great number of methods, which are...
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An Introduction to Wavelet Modulated InvertersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	The introductory chapter briefly presents the fundamental topologies and operation of power inverters. The second chapter contains a description of wavelet basis functions and sampling theory with particular reference to the switching model of inverters. Chapter three outlines the connection between the non-uniform sampling theorem and...
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Statistical Methods in Counterterrorism: Game Theory, Modeling, Syndromic Surveillance, and Biometric AuthenticationSpringer, 2006
"Counterterrorism is an important research area for national security and defense, and an area where statisticians can provide insights and tools to improve the standard practice. As funding and governmental interest in these areas continues to grow, this book will provide a stepping stone for those interested in this emerging area of...
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MCTS Windows Server 2008 Active Directory Services Study Guide (Exam 70-640) (SET)McGraw-Hill, 2008
The Best Fully Integrated Study System Available for Exam 70-640
With hundreds of practice questions and hands-on exercises, MCTS Configuring Windows Server 2008 Active Directory Study Guide covers what you need to know-and shows you how to prepare-for this challenging exam. 

	
    100% complete...
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Learning Game Physics with Bullet Physics and OpenGLPackt Publishing, 2013

	Practical 3D physics simulation experience with modern feature-rich graphics and physics APIs


	Overview

	
		Create your own physics simulations and understand the various design concepts of modern games
	
		Build a real-time complete game application, implementing 3D graphics and physics entirely...
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Advances in Modeling and Design of Adhesively Bonded SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	The book comprehensively charts a way for industry to employ adhesively bonded joints to make systems more efficient and cost-effective


	Adhesively bonded systems have found applications in a wide spectrum of industries (e.g., aerospace, electronics, construction, ship building, biomedical, etc.) for a variety of purposes....
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Inside the Java Virtual Machine (Java Masters Series)McGraw-Hill, 1997
Want to write better Java programs? Look under the hood and see what makes the ingenious Java engine run! This easy-to-understand yet technically rich description of the Java Virtual Machine (JVM)--the engine of the Java language--is your key to writing more efficient and effective Java code. It provides a complete JVM tutorial and desktop...
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An Analog Electronics Companion: Basic Circuit Design for Engineers and ScientistsCambridge University Press, 2003

	This morning my newspaper contained the obituary of Sir Alan Hodgkin, Nobel

	Laureate together with Andrew Huxley and John Eccles, in physiology and medicine.

	What has this to do with our interest in electronics? Well, the prize was

	awarded for the elucidation of the mechanism of the propagation of electrical

	impulses along neural...
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Probability and Statistics for Engineering and the SciencesCengage Learning, 2011

	This market-leading text provides a comprehensive introduction to probability and statistics for engineering students in all specialties. Proven, accurate, and lauded for its excellent examples, Probability and Statistics for Engineering and the Sciences evidences Jay Devore's reputation as an outstanding author and leader in the...
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Global Specification and Validation of Embedded Systems: Integrating Heterogeneous ComponentsSpringer, 2007
Global modelling and validation is required to master the design of systems made of heterogeneous components. These systems are now omnipresent in our life, and they may be found in several domains such as communications (ex. mobile terminals, optical switches), health (e.g. cardiac stimulators, cochlear implants), transportation (ex. automotive...
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Computational Methods in Surface and Colloid Science (Surfactant Science)CRC Press, 2000
"...the interested and casual reader [are] immediately updated on cuttingedge research in the exciting field of surface and colloid science."  -- Journal of the American Chemical Society, 2000

Prof. Borowko has compiled a volume focusing on computational methods applied to surface and colloid science....We have to...
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Fluid SimulationAK Peter, 2008

	This book is designed to give the reader a practical introduction to fluid
	simulation for graphics. The field of fluid dynamics, even just in animation,
	is vast and so not every topic will be covered, and many wonderful papers
	will sadly be passed over in the hope of distilling the essentials; this is
	far from a thorough survey. The...
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